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One hundred times to one hundred countries
The PrintPromotion Newsletter has transferred knowledge to 100 countries
around the world for 35 years
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One hundred times to one hundred countries
The PrintPromotion Newsletter has transferred knowledge to 100 countries around the world for 35 years
January 1980. The first issue of the PrintPromotion
Newsletter comes fresh from the printing press and is
sent by mail to the subscribers. The general public still
doesn`t know the Internet. Only very few anticipate
that Desktop Publishing will bring a revolution in the
prepress stage.
Now, the Newsletter is published for the hundredth
time. As always, it is printed and meanwhile sent to
recipients in nearly 100 countries. By “snail” mail
to letter boxes. Attempts to distribute it as a digital
version fail because e-mail addresses often change.
Therefore, a printed newsletter about printing technology involuntarily provides proof that, in case of doubt,
printed products still transport information to the
recipients more reliably.
Now, the PrintPromotion Community has a vast global
network. The courses and seminars, the training events
and the conferences offer the opportunity to share
know-how, to explore technologies and to make and
maintain sales contacts on a regular basis. “For us,

being a rather small company, this is of very high
importance,” says Achim Kurreck, Managing Director
of H.C. MOOG GmbH.
As often as possible,
Kurreck travels to
the PrintPromotion
Conferences. “At one
single event, I reach
between 100 and
300 important contact
persons from the total
Achim Kurreck, speaking at
region and can present
the PrintMedia Management
our machines,” he
Conference in Peru in
October 2015
reports. Especially
because the multifunctional special machines offered by his company
need some explanation, Kurreck uses every chance to
demonstrate the technology and the large potential
it is offering. The machines print, emboss, cut sheets
for, among other things, appealing, counterfeit-proof

packaging for high-quality spirits, tobacco and sweets.
“This isn`t ready made technology, and this isn`t taught
at universities,” he says. That`s why he takes action
himself – at conferences of PrintPromotion.
Moreover, there is another aspect that is exciting to
him. “We can show printing houses in less developed
countries in which way they can gain new customers
through higher quality,” says Kurreck, adding that
global markets need local partners who can satisfy
their standards. All parties concerned can benefit from
that: printing houses and the local economy from
rising sales, global groups of companies from globally
standardized, if possible, counterfeit-proof packaging,
and, of course, the manufacturers of sophisticated
printing and finishing technology.
The PrintPromotion Newsletter is one piece of the
puzzle to demonstrate this technology all over the
world and to promote networking within this line of
industry. In printed form. Like 35 years ago. And, if
everything goes well, for the 200th issue in 2050 too.

With the “national team” in Dubai
In his role as Sales Manager for Sheetfed
Applications of IST METZ GmbH based in
Nürtingen, Jean-Philippe Fournier, is
responsible for the regions East Europe,
Africa and the Middle East. He travels
a lot with and for PrintPromotion. In an
interview in December 2015, he explains
why he thinks that it`s worth it.

all of them and to find new partners. Therefore, the joint presentation with
PrintPromotion is very helpful.
Where are you at the moment?
Fournier: In Dubai; from here the journey will continue to Riyadh and Tehran.
Since the embargo has been lifted, Iran has been a promising market. There
is economic potential; the equipment, also in the printing sector, is amazingly
good. Now, we need to make new contacts and to intensify the existing
relations. If the market in Iran develops only nearly as good as that in Dubai,
this will be great. Here in Dubai, the number of inhabitants is only six million,
but there are already 25 large sheet-fed printing machines and two large
web-fed machines for packaging printing with our IST UV technology in
operation. Wherever increasing consumption drives the demand for
high-quality packaging, UV printing is up and coming. In this respect,
Kazakhstan, which I call “The Dubai of the East“, is also exciting.

Mr. Fournier, since when have you been on the road with
PrintPromotion?
Fournier: My first trip must have been in 2000. At that time, our company,
IST Metz, was not yet a member but had been invited as a guest by
PrintPromotion. After a close look at the concept, we joined as a partner.

The PrintPromotion delegations sometimes also comprise direct
competitors. Are there tensions from time to time?
Fournier: With PrintPromotion, we do not appear in “club colours”, but quasi
as a “national team”. Our joint target is to make the qualitative advantages
of German printing technology known and to explain the competitive edge it
provides to the users. If this results in orders for machines, this is a win-win
situation for all of us. Because, once a customer has got accustomed to the
quality of the printing technology Made in Germany, he will not do without it
any time soon. Whenever I am on the road with PrintPromotion, the name of
our competitors is China, India, Japan or USA.

What convinced you?
Fournier: I think it is important that we present the German printing
technology especially in smaller, less developed markets. Apart from Brazil
and Argentina, there are also other very interesting markets in South and
Central America: Ecuador, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia. The interest found there is
as broad as that found in Asian countries, which we tend to overlook – Laos,
Cambodia or Vietnam, for instance. Moreover, the Near East and Africa are
offering chances. For a single company, it is difficult to maintain contacts to
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PrintPromotion goes drupa: PrintMedia Management Conferences
in conjunction with drupa presentations in 14 countries
The countdown to drupa has started: The PrintMedia
Management Conferences are carried out in the
run-up to the biggest trade fair of the graphic arts
industry in conjunction with the drupa presentations.

For W&H, Jürgen Wunderlich travelled to Colombia
in order give to the interested audience information
about “Innovative printing technologies from
Windmöller & Hölscher for flexible packaging“.

The number of attendants is given in the following
survey:
Conference in

on

No of
attendants

Representatives of German technology manufacturers
inform about the latest technologies and developments
they will show at drupa. In addition, a representative
of Messe Düsseldorf gives a summary of what the
visitors will see at this globally leading trade fair.
The delegation is on the road in 14 countries:
Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Mexico, the Philippines,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Saudi Araba,
U.A.E., Iran, Turkey and Kazakhstan. In South America,
novelties were presented by speakers from 12
companies.

The number of attendants of the conferences in South
America can be seen in the following survey:

Malaysia,
Kuala Lumpur

27 October 2015

156

Conference in

on

No of
attendants

Indonesia, Jakarta

28 October 2015

115

Philippines, Manila

30 October 2015

124

Colombia, Bogota

15 October 2015

89

Peru, Lima

16 October 2015

148

Ecuador, Quito

19 October 2015

78

Mexico, Mexico City 21 October 2015

50

Jörg Pollmann from Heidelberg Web Carton Converting
GmbH (formerly Gallus) spoke about “Folding carton
packaging“ – sustainability, dialog between brands
and customers, value-added enhancements and how
to differentiate at the Point of Sale, efficient production
and applications. Heidelberger Druckmaschinen –
represented by Luis Javier Del Pozo, Dieter Franke
and André Schneider – gave information under the
title “Improving quality and productivity by using
Color Control Systems”. Monika Satta from Baumann
Maschinenbau Solms explained the technological
innovations in this company`s cutting machines and
applications.

The presentations of the participating companies can
be downloaded from:
http://dup.vdma.org/messen_und_events
At the conferences in Asia, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen, Mosca, Kama, Koenig & Bauer, HC Moog,
Will-Pemco, Polar Mohr, IST Metz, Kolbus and
Windmöller & Hölscher were represented. As
mentioned above, the subjects of the presentations
were new trends and developments with regard to
printing and paper, packaging, post-print processing
and UV technology.

The presentations of the companies participating in
these events can also be downloaded using the a/m
website.
The tour continued with PrintManagement Conferences
in Bangkok/Thailand on 2 December, Hanoi/Vietnam on
3 December, Ho Chi Minh City on 4 December, Riyadh/
Saudi Arabia on 7 December, Dubai/U.A.E. on
8 December and Tehran/Iran on 9 December 2015.
The PrintMedia Management Conference in Istanbul/
Turkey will be held on 12 January, the one in Almaty/
Kazakhstan on 14 January 2016.
Participation is free of charge. Registration is
required. For invitations, please contact
uta.leinburg@vdma.org

In the four South American countries, Mathias Losen,
Peralta Noe and Jose Diaz from Mosca gave a
presentation about “strapping solutions“ and their
applications. Ronald Lein, Kama, talked about
“Finishing and beyond” – Embossing, cutting,
creasing, hot foil stamping, folding and glueing in a
flexible, efficient way”. KBA sent Mirko Straub and
Stefan Deuster as speakers in order to inform the
interested attendants about “Trends in process
automation and inline finishing in sheetfed offset”.
Achim Kurreck from Moog gave a lecture about “Value
added printing and finishing to maximize profitability”.
Will-Pemco (Polo Juangorena, Ada Avcevedo) reported
about the range of products offered by the newly
formed BW papersystems group of companies.
Joaquin Pujol explained tendencies in the graphic arts
industry and the solutions offered by Polar Mohr.
IST Metz sent Jean-Philippe Fournier in order to inform
the audience about the possibilities and trends of UV
technology.
Christoph Hongsermeier gave a presentation about
book production and packaging technology from
Kolbus.

The speakers of the PrintMedia Management Conference in Peru

Nearly every seat was taken in the conference rooms.
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The speakers at the PrintPromotion Management
Conferences always had the full attention of the audience.

Instead of retirement: Setup of a printing college in Uganda
When he reached retirement age in 2004, Horst Kukuk
felt too fit for quiet retirement. Therefore, having
worked as a technical manager of a printing house,
Ortmann Team in Ainring in Bavaria, for many, many
years, he went into extra time. He shipped printing
equipment to Uganda and in the course of ten years
set up a training centre for young printers and media
designers there.
On the day of his farewell from the company, his
boss had told him in the prepress department “….
Everything you see here will be yours next year!”
So, he spent the last nine years nearly all the time in
Uganda and played a key role in the establishment of
“Land of Hope” built by the “Vision for Africa Intl.” aid
organization initiated by Maria L. Prean. The Anglican
church of Uganda had provided an area of 65 hectare
40 kilometres to the north-east of the capital of
Kampala, where Vision for Africa set up ten children`s
homes for more than 90 orphans, a kindergarten, a
primary and a secondary school with 500 pupils,
plus a training centre for building trades and auto
mechanics, for future hotel managers, tailors, pottery
makers and hairdressers as well as for printers and
media designers. The latter are trained by Kukuk
himself. He has developed a two-year study
programme and transported most of the technology
used to teach the students to Uganda himself.
He made contacts with the Uganda Printers`
Association and the local representation of Heidelberg.
Both promised support because the country urgently
needed training facilities for skilled staff. Heidelberg
soon withdrew from Uganda because of the critical
situation there so that the announced help did not
come, but that was no reason for Kukuk and his wife
to be put off. She took over the management of the
store that hands out clothing donated in Europe and

set up a creative alterations/tailor shop. He established
the training institution for printing.
He fought for a college licence – had to present a
120 page curriculum in English – and got it. The
10 college places per training course are coveted. Not
only because 30 to 40 percent of the young people are
jobless, but also because the conditions are good. “If
the students` legal guardians are not wealthy, they do
not pay any tuition fee and get free food and lodgings.
In return, we expect them to do their best,” Kukuk
stresses. Students who do not fully play their part in
the training must go.
On the other hand, students are allowed to make
mistakes – above all in the practical part of the
training in the course of which they work in small
groups in prepress, at the printing machine and in
postpress jobs. Three trainers are available to give help
and advice. They use Adobe CS 6, assemble the films
that are later exposed externally, and make the plate
exposure themselves. Then they print, cut and fold.
The high level of training has got around. The
graduates of this course of study are in demand in
printing houses and publishing houses. And now “New
Vision“, the largest media group in Uganda, regularly
sends members of staff for further training. “In
Uganda, we are the only institution that offers basic
and advanced training over the total chain,“ says
Kukuk with some pride. In order to be able to
continue on this path, donations in the form of
printing technology are very welcome. “We are
also glad to take used machinery,” the trainer adds.
Since he has now reached an age at which he
considers quiet retirement a tempting option, Kukuk
has promoted Andrew Itaga and Isaac Neuwelt as his
two successors. Both were trained by him as printers

and were the best students in their respective courses.
They have stayed and have become trainers. In 2013,
Itaga completed the specialist teacher seminar of
PrintPromotion in Chemnitz in Germany – and not only
brought home fresh know-how, but also his future
wife. He will take over the management of the college.
She will take care of the store. Like the Kukuks.

Still active in Uganda - Horst Kukuk (top left)

Calender of events
Next year, the Specialist Teacher Course
in Germany will be held after drupa from
31 August to 29 September 2016. The
registration documents will be sent to the
participants of this course in January 2016.
At the beginning of the drupa year, there will
be PrintPromotion Conferences with drupa
presentations in Istanbul/Turkey on 12 January
and Almaty/Kazakhstan on 14 January.
Due to the drupa, it will probably not be
possible to organize a Specialist Teacher
seminar outside Germany next year.

All in Print China 2016: Connecting the world with printing
The six exhibition halls in Shanghai will all be themed – “All in Press”,
“All in Digital”, “All in Label”, “All in Packaging”, “All in Creativity” and
“All in E-business”. The exhibitors’ ranges will be rounded off by a technical
supporting programme boasting well over 30 forums and seminars.
PrintPromotion and the VDMA are organizing a German pavilion.
The companies that will be present there are: BST eltromat International
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.; KURZ Stiftung & Co. KG; Kolbus GmbH & Co. KG;
Schobertechnologies GmbH; D.W. Renzmann Apparatebau GmbH; Gustav
Föckel Maschinenfabrik GmbH; Baumüller Nürnberg GmbH.
More information about the 2016 All in Print China is available at
www.allinprint.com

The 6th All in Print which will kick off on 18 October 2016 is on the right
track. More than 400 renowned companies from the international print
suppliers industry have confirmed their participation, already occupying
over 80,000 m2 at this early point in time. In the end, it is expected that
over 700 national and international exhibitors will be present on a total
of 90,000 m2 of exhibition space.
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dip 2016: the heartbeat of
innovation

Packaging Touchpoint
at drupa 2016

Few areas at drupa 2016 will be so packed
with innovations as Hall 7.0 – the home of the
dip drupa innovation park. In six themed areas,
around 130 exhibitors will showcase their
innovations in workflow processes, automation
and the latest print technologies. For the first time, there will be an area devoted to
successful business and marketing concepts. The dip therefore offers visitors to drupa the
unique advantage of being able to discover innovations and market-ready applications for
creative print products and technologies in a convenient compact form. The solutions on
show will be ideally complemented by presentations, panel discussions and interviews
on the dip stage. The key theme in the print industry is still process optimisation and
automation – a theme that is the focus for CIP 4, which is once again a cooperation
partner for dip. In view of the growing relevance of cloud integration, the print industry
is increasingly interested in security aspects – another subject of the dip. Furthermore, there
will be presentations focusing on the simplification of procurement processes, solutions
for web-to-publish or web-to-print, E-commerce & shop platforms, cloud publishing and
web editors for design/print and HTML 5. In the Innovations in Printing Technologies area,
exhibitors will present key technologies in modern printing and finishing, applications
for functional printing, printed electronics and 3D printing and solutions for prototyping,
visualisation and workflow. The other themed areas at dip are Multichannel Publishing &
Marketing Solutions as well as Added Value in Print.

One of the key highlight topics at drupa 2016 will be packaging production.
Papers with outstanding sensory appeal combined with excellent finishing
techniques turn packaging into first class advertising media. Electronic
displays and sensors make packaging intelligent; digital printing permits
personalisation and versioning. According to current forecasts, the
packaging market will therefore increase to 975 billion euros by 2018.

3D fab+print touchpoint at
drupa 2016

A separate special show in Hall 12, Packaging Touchpoint, reflects
this market relevance. It is being designed and implemented in close
collaboration with the European Packaging Design Association (epda)
and aimed at brands, packaging designers and service providers already
operating in the packaging sector or who want to enter the sector. They
are given the opportunity to present their innovative technologies, inspiring
solutions and visionary concepts. This offering is free of charge for drupa
exhibitors.
As the number of partners is very limited, immediate registration
via epda (Claudia Josephs, phone 49 (0)2102-1029940;
e-mail: claudia@epda-packaging.com) is required.

over. In particular spare parts for mechanical engineering or packaging design
offer huge opportunities for machine builders, users and also print providers.
So futuristic 3D printing has an important role to play at drupa 2016. The 3D
fab+print touchpoint in Hall 7A reflects this diversity. Numerous “traditional”
exhibitors, but also first movers will be presenting exciting solutions with the
very latest state-of-the-art technology as well as vision and exciting bestpractice cases. The Additive Manufacturing Workgroup, a VDMA initiative,
will also contribute to drupa 2016 with a series of presentations in the
3d fab+print touchpoint along with its own activities. And last but not least,
3D printing is also featured in the drupa innovation park.

3D printing is the technology that everyone in the print community is talking
about. Additive production processes are on the minds of users in the design
and packaging industries, machine and plant construction, aerospace,
automotive construction and dental and medical technology the world

Out now: 2nd drupa Global Insights Report Touch the future –
Applications that can create growth
practice in planning, integration and marketing delivers additional turnover
and additional profit compared with those with poor management habits.
About 750 printers from around the globe, who are members of drupa’s
expert panel, participated in a survey to explore what new print applications
they had implemented and what their experience had been. The report shows
that in every market and with every application there were both successes
and disappointments. Therefore, the survey asked printers how they had gone
about the task in terms of planning, integration and marketing. The full report
is in English; the Executive Summary is available in seven languages (German,
English, French, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Chinese) at www.drupa.com

The first results of the 2nd drupa Global Insights Report “Touch the future –
Applications that can create growth” are out. Implementing new print
applications is for many the best way to regain growth in the demand for
print. Yet the result of implementing such applications is often disappointing.
The 2nd drupa Global Insights report spells out that good management
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Company news
Increased flexibility

Expansion by a high-speed cutter
Atta.45 Printing AB in Järfälla (near Stockholm) is one of the biggest printing companies in
Sweden offering a large range of graphic arts services, from offset to digital printing, from
bookbinding to large-format and display printing including service, dispatch and logistics from
one hand. Great importance is attached to environmental protection, and the company was
awarded the “Nordic Ecolabel” or “Nordic Swan”. Recently, the company expanded its range
of machines in the postpress area with a Baumann-Wohlenberg cutting system. The cutting
system consists of a Wohlenberg high-speed cutter of type WB225 with a large-format
unloader BA 7 and an automated jogging system BASA 7. In this investment, the planned
installation of a new large-format printing machine has already been considered.

The cutting system installed at Kromer

Kromer AG in Lenzburg/Switzerland combines the total production,
finishing as well as logistics operations of the Kromer Group at one
location, i.e. in Lenzburg. Being an industrial printing company with
digital prepress department, it acts as general contractor all along
the value chain and offers customers efficient processes for a smooth
execution of orders. Now, the company has invested in a Cutting
System No 2 of Baumann-Wohlenberg in order to increase its
flexibility. All central functional modules can be used automatically
or manually so that production can be perfectly matched with
the job. The system is equipped with an innovative system for
front-table feeding of the high-speed cutter. Automatic cutting with
lateral alignment, sheet stabilizer and front feeder, but also automatic
waste disposal are components of this machine. A high-performance
high-speed cutter in format 12 as well as an unloader BA 3 N e and
an automated jogger BSB 3 L professional complete the system.

Website for bagging machines
All those looking for a top quality bagging solution can visit
the new website www.baumannpacking.de of Baumann. The
new website deals exclusively with the Baumann vertical
form, fill and seal machines bvs. However, Baumann not only
offers the mere form-fill-seal machine, but also complete
feeding systems as well as extensive options for removal.

Baumann Maschinenbau Solms GmbH & Co. KG

The BASA 7 is equipped with the “signature separation”. During a jog change and/or
signature change, so-called chips are inserted between the individual jobs in the printing
machine already. By means of the chips, the BASA identifies the different jobs and can transfer
the different sheets of the pile to the cutting machine neatly separated. The WOHLENBERG
225 high-speed cutter is equipped with two linear motors which are responsible for the
movement of the saddle. Movement is carried out at a speed of 200 cm/sec and nearly without
any noise. Even the “small” 70 x 100 cm printed sheets can be processed with this high-speed
cutter with a minimum of physical effort.
Moreover, Atta.45 decided to install a BSW 7 LDV BAUMANN pile turner as well as an AS1000
restacker which was installed beside the existing adhesive binder.

Baumann Maschinenbau Solms GmbH & Co. KG

Will-Pemco and Bielomatik merged
into WillPemcoBielomatik
Barry-Wehmiller Cos., Inc., capital equipment and engineering solutions leader, acquired
Bielomatik from Bielomatik Leuze GmbH & Co. KG and merged the company with
Will-Pemco to form the new brand WillPemcoBielomatik. WillPemcoBielomatik stands for
leading integrated technology for paper and board mills and paper and stationery
converters. Besides entry-level cut-size and flexible digital-size sheeting solutions, it includes
highly efficient cut-size sheeters up to 16 pockets for the production of copy paper as
well as versatile paper wrapping and packaging solutions. In addition to solutions for
high-performance, mark-free folio-size sheeting of paper and board, WillPemcoBielomatik
offers modular fully automatic exercise book and notebook production machinery as well as
book-on-demand binding lines, digital print finishing and RFID processing technology.

WillPemcoBielomatik GmbH
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Profitable post-press and
finishing

LED UV gains momentum in
commercial printing

Product samples finished on a KAMA ProCut die cutter (embossing, hot foil
stamping, relief) and on the KAMA ProFold 74 (folding, gluing, placing)

Christian Lenz, Sales Manager Sheetfed Applications at IST METZ, explained the differences between lamp and LED UV technology.

The further development of LEDs as a light source for the curing of inks and varnishes
has meant that the benefits of UV technology are now also available to commercial
printing. In the next few years, experts anticipate a marked growth in the market share
of LED UV systems. And not without reason, because their particular advantages ensure
cost-efficient and energy-saving production. LED UV units are ready to use as soon as
they are switched on, and transmit only minimal heat to the substrate. These compact
systems boast a particularly long service life. The LEDs can also be individually controlled,
depending on where light is required on the substrate. UV systems manufacturer IST
METZ supplies both UV systems with medium-pressure lamps and LED systems.
The latest LED series is called LUV and is available in different output levels. The LUV
80 model is designed for a working distance of 30 mm or more. Users spoke of their
experience with the system at an Information Day held by IST METZ at the end of
November on the subject of “LED drying in commercial printing”. The reports from two
users were joined by presentations from Epple Druckfarben about the properties of
LED inks and varnishes, and from Fujifilm Europe on printing plate technology for UV
printing. A presentation by IST METZ itself contained basic information on the
advantages of LED technology in commercial printing.

There is still a lot of untapped potential in post-press processes. To exploit
the remunerative end of the value-added chain and to make post-press
processes highly flexible KAMA is offering a full range of machines
for commercial print products that are out of the ordinary and for the
attractive market of short packaging runs. Be it offset, flexo or digital:
ProCut die cutters and ProFold folder-gluers fit into the workflow with all
printing technologies.
The ProCut automatic die cutters are slated for professional post-press
processing including cutting, creasing, perforating, but also kiss-cutting of
stickers, cold embossing and Braille. The ProCut Foil finishing die cutters
have been designed for cost-sensitive finishing of small and medium runs
in commercial and packaging printing. The multi-talented ProFold 74
folder-gluer for folding, gluing and dispensing add-ons makes a wide
range of products and straight boxes with and without crash-lock base,
e.g. 18,000 CD pockets or 24,000 folded boxes in one hour. Last, but not
least, the JobPlanner software provides set-up instructions for optimum
machine configuration for each job and archives them for repeat orders.
To help find the right machine and configuration, Kama is offering the
KAMA Configurator at www.kama.info.eng.products

IST METZ GmbH
Kama GmbH

Expansion of the LED business
Because of the greater focus on technological development, the management board of IST
METZ GmbH has been reorganised recently. Christian-Marius Metz, grandson of deceased
company founder Gerhard Metz and previous Head of the Central Area Operations & Services,
was appointed Chief Executive Officer. Holger Kühn was made Managing Director Sales.
Dr. Robert Sänger will complete the management board from the beginning of next year as
Managing Director Technology. Dirk Jägers, previous Managing Director of IST METZ GmbH,
left the company
The new management board of IST METZ: (from left to right) Christian-Marius
Metz, Chief Executive Officer, Holger Kühn, Managing Director Sales, Dr. Robert
Sänger, Managing Director Technology (as of 1 January 2016).

IST METZ GmbH
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drupa 2016: “Simply Smart” – Heidelberg exhibits the digitzed future

During the drupa 2016 trade fair, Heidelberg will be exhibiting the digitized future of the print
media industry under the motto “Simply Smart”. “Smart print shop” shows the integrated
and networked print shop.

During the drupa 2016 trade fair (Düsseldorf, 31 May
to 10 June 2016), Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
will be exhibiting the digitized future of the print
media industry under the motto “Simply Smart”. At its
heart, this topic is about the pressing need for print
shops to continuously improve their efficiency and
respond to the global demands of end customers in
ever faster and more flexible ways. To meet this need,
print shops must determine how their business model
can be digitized and involve their customers in this
process. The highly flexible production of a growing
number of personalized print products is, in itself,
becoming a standard process. In the future, print
shops will be embedded even more deeply into a
digital supply chain with customers and suppliers,
and will have to meet even greater expectations
regarding additional services such as shipping and
multimedia marketing.
The “Simply Smart” theme is the company’s response
to the challenges associated with Print Media Industry
4.0. Heidelberg is offering specific benefits and making
it as easy as possible to work with increasingly
complex processes and technologies.
Most Heidelberg products are already suitable for
integrating and automating processes in a print shop.
The Prinect print and media workflow from Heidelberg
forms the basis for integrated communication between
systems and machinery. It focuses on the smart
integration of offset and digital printing, additional
automation of all production processes, integration of
commercial processes, and the inclusion of print buyers
in the workflow. Through Prinect, Heidelberg also
gives its customers the opportunity to run offset and
digital technologies in parallel, based on a user-friendly

“Smart services” boost availability and productivity

and integrated process. What’s more, the company is
continuously expanding its digital printing portfolio. As
part of its ongoing work in this area, Heidelberg and
Fujifilm will be exhibiting a joint development at drupa
in the form of a new, highly productive inkjet-based
digital printing system for industrial commercial and
packaging printing.
In the “smart print shop” of the future, the production
process will be automated and cost-optimized and
machines will take care of setup processes themselves,
as they will be able to access production-relevant
data from upstream. However, management is also
integrated for monitoring business processes, providing
print shops the ability to give their customers direct
access to production processes.
Service offerings and consumables – or “smart
services” – from Heidelberg safeguard the smooth
running of a print shop round the clock. Since print
shops have open interfaces due to Prinect and the
various Remote Service packages, there are specific
advantages in both day-to-day print production and in
terms of services.
Using eCall, a press can automatically make contact
with the service team at Heidelberg when a fault
occurs. Thanks to Remote Service, service engineers
can log into the customer’s systems through the open
interface architecture and provide targeted support
fast. Remote Monitoring, meanwhile, ensures that
machinery notifies the service team of a problem
before it causes a machine stoppage, so that parts can
be replaced in good time during a scheduled service,
for example.

Most importantly, reliable and efficient print
production also depends on tested consumables
that are suitable for the relevant application.
And this is where customers can choose from the
fully comprehensive range of Heidelberg Saphira
consumables, which include the Saphira Eco product
line for environmentally friendly print production, a
specific offering for LE UV printing, Saphira Low
Migration products for food packaging, and
consumables geared for use with Speedmaster
Anicolor presses.
New digital approaches are also being developed
as part of the collaboration between Heidelberg
and its customers. The first example is the use of
e-commerce – among other things through the new
Heidelberg Online Shop. In a further step, customers
will be able to log into the Heidelberg website to
obtain a detailed breakdown of how their machines
are performing. This will create a new sales platform
for software, services, and consumables.
Through Performance Benchmark, Heidelberg gives
its customers access to a database of performance
data that they can use to compare themselves
anonymously against other print shops and draw
important conclusions regarding their performance
and efficiency. Since it has access to machine and
pressroom performance data, Heidelberg can use
Performance Plus to offer customers specific proposals
for how to improve performance and can provide a
solution package comprising hardware, software, and
training that is tailored to the customer’s situation.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
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Global sales launch of digital press for label printing
With the official sales launch of the new Gallus DCS 340 digital press for the growth market of
label printing, Heidelberg is opening up new business models and applications in printing. The sales
channel for the new system is the Heidelberg subsidiary Gallus. The press is supplied with the
Prinect Digital Frontend developed by Heidelberg, which the company is already using with great
success in its digital presses for commercial printing. Users can therefore integrate the systems into
their existing workflow environment. The comprehensive software expertise offers Heidelberg easier
access to new and attractive market sectors such as digital label printing. The new label press system
is based on Fujifilm’s state-of-the-art inkjet technology and is the result of a joint development
between Heidelberg, the Heidelberg subsidiary Gallus, and Fujifilm. Heidelberg acquired the Gallus
Group, the Swiss manufacturer of web presses for the label and folding carton market, around a
year ago. As part of the takeover and collaboration between the two companies in developing new
products, Heidelberg and Gallus are now also increasing market coverage and efficiency in sales
and service, with Heidelberg gradually integrating the Gallus sales and service organizations into its
existing sales network. Asia and Australia are kicking off the process, followed by selected countries
in Europe. Gallus customers will then also have access to the entire service and product portfolios
of both companies from a single source. Gallus customers will retain their existing contacts and
will continue to benefit from the specialist industry expertise they have come to expect and the
comprehensive know-how of Heidelberg and the largest service network in the print media industry.

Global sales launch of the Gallus DCS 340 digital label press, developed
jointly by Heidelberg, Gallus, and Fujifilm, at Labelexpo 2015 Europe in
Brussels.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG

Productivity up / energy costs down –
with LED drying technology
More and more industrialized commercial print shops around the world are utilizing the benefits
of UV technology. Arriving completely dry in the delivery, the sheet can be forwarded directly to
postpress, while the range of suitable substrates stretches from paper to plastic and films. Very high
levels of gloss can be achieved, thus supporting an extensive range of special effects. As a result,
print shops can gain a competitive advantage by standing out from the crowd and handling short
print runs and multiple job changes in the shortest possible time. Heidelberg supports print shops
by supplying the best drying and radiation technology to suit their specific needs – from lamp
technology for full UV and LE (low energy) UV to new diode technology with LEDs (light emitting
diodes). Naturally, the products are complemented by fully comprehensive consulting services that
ensure print shops are using the best system for their needs. Many commercial print shops have
already opted for the environmentally friendly DryStar LE UV dryer. Now, companies can invest in
the next level of innovation – DryStar LED. Developed by Heidelberg, the DryStar LED system has
been designed specifically for sheetfed offset and scores top marks in radiation and energy efficiency
values, cutting energy consumption by an additional 50 percent compared to the DryStar LE UV and
as much as 90 percent compared to the DryStar UV. Heidelberg offers a complete package for LED
that comprises machine, consumables, and service. Thanks to full integration into the press, intuitive
operation via the Prinect Press Center, remote services compatibility, and perfectly coordinated
Saphira consumables, DryStar LED delivers excellent process reliability and outstanding productivity
at up to 18,000 sheets per hour. The world’s first Speedmaster XL 75 with DryStar LED went into
operation at the end of 2014 at Abächerli Media AG in Sarnen, Switzerland. During an open house
event in September, the company proudly presented its eight-color press with coating unit to
existing and prospective customers. Crucial success factors include the system technology, perfectly
coordinated consumables from the Saphira LED range, compatible dampening and washup solutions,
and blankets. Abächerli has already used LED consumables to produce more than 20 million sheets
that have impressed customers with their outstanding quality.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG

Pioneering solutions at
drupa in Düsseldorf and
Wiesloch-Walldorf
First and foremost, Heidelberg is building on its collaborations. In
terms of digital solutions for the printing industry, Heidelberg is
widening its range of offerings with cooperation partners Ricoh
and Fujifilm, so as to meet customer requirements with added
efficiency and speed. The company is combining its expertise with
that of its partners to create one integrated system. The same
applies to postpress partnerships with Masterworks and Polar
that are designed to tap into more market segments.
During the drupa trade fair, Heidelberg will be offering its
customers a comprehensive overview of the digitized future of
the printing industry both in Hall 1 in Düsseldorf and at the Print
Media Centers at the Wiesloch-Walldorf site. At its booth in Hall 1,
Heidelberg and its partners will be exhibiting integrated business
models for commercial and packaging printing under the motto
“Simply Smart”. The focus will be on pioneering innovations for
offset and digital printing, prepress, finishing, the workflow, and
the associated services and consumables.
The trade fair activities in Wiesloch-Walldorf, meanwhile, will
center on the broad Heidelberg portfolio. They are aimed primarily
at customers who want to find out about the latest innovations,
but also have varied needs in terms of productivity, automation,
and capacity requirements.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
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New pigments, new substrates, First customers opt for a
better technology
POLAR Digicut

Hidden images are a very efficient counterfeit protection.

The new POLAR Digicut enables to give creative ideas the right shape.

This is the world of the development team of H.C. MOOG whose members
always find new opportunities of application for the company`s multifunctional
printing units. Applications that can all happen in the same printing unit.
Additional functions to the known printing applications are embossing,
debossing, coating and solutions for brand protection. The debossing of hidden
images into the substrate is a very efficient security application. The printer
doesn’t need any ink or varnish. There are no energy cost for drying.

POLAR Digicut already impressed the first time it was officially presented to
customers, at the Heidelberg Print Media Center. Two German companies,
drucken123 and Schweikert Druck, spontaneously decided to buy a Digicut.
Markus Müller, managing director of drucken123 in Aschaffenburg, was enthusiastic
about Digicut from the first moment: He has many ideas about what to produce on
the Digicut stressing that he will be able to handle jobs that he currently has to send
to a service provider himself in the future. Another favourable aspect: This will bring
him savings on the transport costs.

Hidden images can be applied “inline” in the last printing unit in the direct
printing technology of gravure, the sheet is absolutely dry when it comes off
the press. So there is no need to wait for some time for any further action in
the production process. Hidden images show the customer on the shelf whether
it is an original or a faked product, without having to use any tool or internet
connected smartphone. This saves a lot of energy resources, not only in the
debossing application.

Jürgen Schweikert, owner of Schweikert Druck in Obersulm, also regards the Digicut
as a good opportunity to expand his portfolio and, consequently, increase his added
value. He says that his prepress staff are very inventive and so he is sure they can
create a lot of these designs themselves. The innovative laser technology opens up
numerous possibilities for treating the most versatile materials. The laser enables the
most intricate contours to be not only cut, but also perforated, creased and engraved
- all in a single pass. As a result, batches from one single copy to several hundred
can be produced very economically.

Especially the stability of the MOOG presses is the key to the production of
these hidden images for decades. The units can apply a pressure of up to
900 tons to every sheet, if needed.

In September 2015, Brogle Druck in Gipf-Oberfrick started operation of the first
machine in Switzerland. The Digicut is ideal for the digital strategy on which Brogle
Druck has embarked. The company appreciates the fact that the laser cutter cannot
only be used for finishing, but that it is also an independent production system, as
working with the Digicut does not depend on an upstream printing process. The laser
cutter can also be used as an autonomous machine with white and colored paper
and work with other materials that can be freely shaped and transformed.

H. C. Moog is the leading press designer and manufacturer of sheet-fed
gravure/flexo printing machines of the model types “Multicolor” and
“Compact” for high quality premium printing and finishing.Premium printing
is covering the entire range of packaging printing in a wide range of fields like
cosmetics, confectionery, premium liquor, pharmaceutical products, tobacco and
security.
Further potential applications are print enhancement in gravure/flexo or in
combination with other printing processes, full or partial finishing steps
with matt or glossy varnishes, tactile varnish and ink for raised effects, blind
embossing as well as structure graining. Other features include the printing
on suitable paper and board substrates from 75 to 600g/m², the use of digital
gravure printing and debossing plates besides the traditional gravure cylinders.

More details can be found in PrintPromotion Newsletter No 99 of August 2015.

POLAR Mohr Maschinenvertriebsgesellschaft GmbH & Co. KG

H. C. MOOG GmbH
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RO-M Fusion series extended
for the corrugated market

Fast modernisation of the
graphic arts industry in Bolivia

The new RO-M Fusion is Mosca‘s
way of responding to the demands of
customers who are unwilling to forego
quality at an entry-level price range.

Nelson Artigas, owner/publisher of the schoolbook producing company Editorial Comunicarte,
with his new Kolbus EMP 513 casing-in machine. With Kolbus Assist, his company is provided
with optimum production support by the Kolbus Remote Service.

The new 1250 version of the Fusion
automatic strapping machine is
specially designed for the requests of
the corrugated industry. With a
frame size of 1250 x 600 mm
it is perfectly suitable to strap large
corrugated bundles with ease.
Equipped with the well-proven
technology of the Standard-3 sealing
head, the RO-M Fusion guarantees
high performance combined with high
reliability to fulfil and even exceed
all industry standards at an attractive
price.

Depending on the size of the product, the RO-M Fusion achieves a rate of up
to 55 straps per minute with a strap width of 5 mm. These speeds are taken
at peak load time, for example, when two operators are feeding a machine
simultaneously from the front and rear. The turnable control panel is another
feature which is user-friendly. The infeed system simplifies changing strap coils
due to an easily accessible spool position.

In the past, Bolivia, a central landlocked country in South America, was one of the
poorest nations in Latin America. In recent years, the country with its approx. 11
million inhabitants has seen a remarkable economic upswing.
Bolivia became famous for its zinc resources in the 1920s already. Now the country
has the worldwide largest resources of lithium which is needed for the production
of batteries. Furthermore, Bolivia has the third largest natural gas resources in South
America.Since the assumption of the presidential office by Evo Morales in 2006,
great efforts have been taken in the educational sector too. In 2008, a 3-year
literacy programme was started which is bearing fruit now. This resulted in a rapid
modernisation of the graphic arts industry during the last few years. Besides new
capacities for printing, investments were also made in the post-press operations
most of which had still been carried out by hand. There, much was invested in
process automation equipment. Due to the government aid in the educational
sector, the quality demands have risen. In the production of schoolbooks, a larger
variety and rising numbers of copies as well as timely delivery called for substantial
optimisation processes.The infrastructure is changing. Bolivia sees a chance to reduce
the dependency on raw materials and to achieve a solid basis for the development of
the home economy by means of an improved educational system.

Mosca GmbH

The MIRAFLEX success story
continues

Kolbus is a name that has long been known in the graphic arts industry in Bolivia.
Due to the economic conditions and the previously limited market volume, nearly
exclusively used machines were imported, many of which are still in operation (to
their owners` full satisfaction). By regularly sharing experience and staying in contact
with Kolbus, the printing houses with postpress sections have been able to gather a
lot of experience as regards the production processes and the materials used under,
in some cases, extreme climatic conditions. This vital know-how is tremendously
valuable now; and that has become obvious in the installation of new machines
with highly automated technology in the last few years. The training phase for the
operators of the machines was always very short and the requested “very high”
quality and increased production efficiency with minimum changeover times could be
achieved quickly. Especially noteworthy are the substantially lower reject rate and the
repeatability at the same level of product quality.

From the outset, the MIRAFLEX C. I.
flexo printing press was met with
enthusiasm from customers all over the
world. Today, machines of the
MIRAFLEX C and MIRAFLEX A type
series and, for several months now,
the MIRAFLEX S type series are in
operation in some 70 countries.
With the MIRAFLEX, numerous
innovations have become the printing
plant standard, such as the automatic register set-up and impression setting
systems EASY-REG and EASY-SET, or the EASY-COL system for optimized color
matching at the printing press. Recently, Windmöller & Hölscher sold its 400th
machine from this series to the Russian customer, Danaflex, in Kazan, located
around 800 km east of Moscow.

In summary, it can be said that the graphic arts industry in Bolivia is in a remarkably
positive development stage.

WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER KG

Christoph Hongsermeier, Area Sales Manager KOLBUS GmbH & Co. KG
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Pre-print and digital printing in one machine

Numerous industry experts from the international packaging industry as well as trade
journalists and HP representatives from a host of countries came to the KBA site in Würzburg
to experience the world premiere of the HP T1100 S for the corrugated packaging market live.
Photo: KBA

On 2 and 3 December 2015, HP Inc. and KBA jointly
presented the world’s first HP PageWide Web Press
T1100S to almost 200 international packaging printers
and trade journalists at the KBA headquarters in
Würzburg, Germany. The gigantic inkjet web press with
a web width of 2.80m (110in) was developed in under
two years by HP Inc. and KBA-Digital & Web Solutions
in close cooperation. It opens up new opportunities
in terms of the flexible production of corrugated
packaging in various formats and run sizes with digital
pre-print liners. Digital printing is the fastest growing
process in packaging with a projected annual growth
rate of 17 per cent and is expected to be worth $19
billion by 2019. Digital packaging solutions now also
enable cost-effective short-runs and unlock the ability
to make every box different.

Thanks to HP MLPA technology (= Multi Lane Print
Architecture) large, small and ultra-small print runs can be
produced simultaneously next to each other in different
lanes on the HP T1100S’ 2.80m-wide web width.

With a web width of 2.80m (110in) and a digital fully flexible printed area in terms of format
and run size of over 30,000 m²/h, the HP PageWide Web Press T1100S co-developed by HP
and KBA-Digital & Web Solutions for the corrugated packaging market is the largest and most
productive inkjet web press on the global market today. Photo: HP

The HP T1100S delivers significantly higher productivity
and production flexibility than traditional analogue
technology especially when it comes to small and midsized runs, and thanks to its high level of productivity
of over 30,000m² printed per hour it can also be
implemented economically for large runs.
While current analogue printing technology prints
multiple copies of one box design in a more or less
large number and all of the boxes look the same
and are the same size, the HP PageWide Web Press
T1100S, with Multi-lane Print Architecture (MLPA),
creates an immense paradigm shift in the production
of corrugated board.
Like a highway, HP MLPA splits the web into multiple
print “lanes” during production enabling different jobs,
with different box sizes and run lengths, to be printed
next to each other simultaneously. Multiple ultra-short
or short runs in varying formats can be queued and
printed together, with no makeready or press stops in
between jobs, while a long run is printed in another
lane.
HP MLPA, coupled with all the advantages of digital
printing, allows cost-effective customisation and
personalisation of corrugated packaging if necessary.
It meets the demands for shorter print runs without
having to create inventory. Corrugated converters can

now print only what is needed, when it is needed. As
more brands demand customised and personalised
packaging, converters must accommodate faster
turnarounds and shorter run lengths, while producing
high-quality printed solutions at lower costs. Printing
at speeds up to 183m (600ft) per minute and a printed
area of 30,600m² (330,000ft²) per hour, the HP
PageWide Web Press T1100S helps packaging
manufacturers quickly take on new, complex jobs at
speed.
With enhanced priming options, including a
combination of HP Bonding Agent, HP Priming Agent
and four-colour HP A50 aqueous pigmented CMYK
inks, customers can print in a high quality on standard
uncoated and coated liners from 80-400 g/m² (GSM).
The inkjet web press delivers greater cost savings,
versatility, productivity and quality with high colour
saturation, dark black optical density and crisp text.
In-line and near-line coating solutions for HP Priming
Agent and aqueous overprint varnishing also help
optimise print quality.
In cooperation with KBA, HP offers a range of
equipment and automation options for the T1100S.
These include primer and over-print varnish coating
solutions, automatic reel change as well as the KBA
PATRAS fully automated paper logistics system.

Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)
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9th KBA roadshow through
Greater China

Second Rapida 105 for
printing firm in San Salvador

In front of the plinth-mounted Rapida 105 at Impresora La Unión (l-r): Rene Kibler
from KBA sales partner Gevisa, Ernesto Dutriz, executive board member of Impresora
La Unión, Georg Kibler, Gevisa, Jose Manuel Dutriz, managing director and CEO of
Impresora La Unión, Jose Alfredo Dutriz, president of the printing company, Mike
Engelhardt, sales manager KBA-Sheetfed Solutions, and head of production Wilfredo
Taura

The hosts and speakers of the event at Linglong Qingfeng: (l-r) Lianbao Wang,
Andreas Friedrich, Sascha Fischer (all KBA) as well as Fei Fei, general manager of Linglong
Qingfeng, Ying Tang, director for finances and administration, and Yugao Gong, KBA

Seven event locations, considerably more than 1000 participants and a strong practical
focus sums up the ninth KBA roadshow through Greater China which took place at
the beginning of November under the motto “KBA – your partner for profitability”.
Each with over 200 print experts in attendance, the events on 7 November in Kunshan
and 11 November in Guangzhou drew the largest crowds. The latest technology in
large-format packaging printing and current automation solutions were on the agenda
in Kunshan. The participants were also treated to live print demos on Rapida 145
presses at Kunshan Dobin Display and Kunshan Aobo. A focus of the presentation in
Guangzhou was the success story of printing house Guangdong Jinguan using four
Rapida 106 presses with seven inking units, coater and DriveTronic SPC simultaneous
plate changing. Packaging applications were a strong focus at the other roadshow
stops in Urumqi, Chengdu, Tainan, Jimo and Wuhan. However, cutting-edge VariDry
LED-UV drying and Web-to-Print solutions were also on the agenda.

A Rapida 105 with six inking units, coater and hybrid and UV equipment has
been in operation for one year at Impresora La Unión in San Salvador, the
capital of El Salvador. This is the company’s second Rapida press and the press
room is now kitted out entirely with KBA technology. The new six-colour press
has been specially equipped for packaging printing. It is raised by 450mm
(17.7in) and has nonstop rollers in the delivery.
Semi-automatic plate change, CleanTronic Multi washing systems for the
use of conventional and UV ink, and CleanTronic UV all contribute to
process automation. Two UV interdeck dryers can be switched between
several positions at the printing units. Further IR/TA/UV dryers in the delivery
extension and delivery permit a raft of finishing variations inline.

Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)
Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)

New KBA office in Taipei
In mid-July, KBA opened a new sales and service company in the capital of Taiwan, Taipei. Over 100 print experts,
including representatives from the Taiwan Printing & Machinery and Material Industry Associations as well as the
Printing Technology Research Institute were also invited to celebrate the grand opening of KBA (Taiwan) Company
Limited. Dietmar Heyduck, sales director at KBA-Sheetfed Solutions, welcomed the guests in fluent Mandarin
and presented the latest developments within the KBA group. Akio Pong, the managing director of KBA`s new
subsidiary, Andreas Friedrich, general manager Web Sales & Service in China, and Sam Sun, business development
director at KBA-Metronic Shanghai, gave an in-depth overview of the KBA group’s broad product portfolio
which ranges from sheetfed offset, digital, web offset and flexo printing to metal decorating and digital coding
technology. Additionally, longstanding KBA customer Joy Printing opened its press room doors enabling the visitors
to see a medium-format Rapida live. Dietmar Heyduck thanked Chen Yong Long, managing director of Joy Printing,
for the long-standing business partnership. For over 20 years the company, which has purchased over ten KBA
Rapidas, has produced printed packaging for brand-name articles on KBA presses worldwide for customers active
in the cosmetics, electronic, biotechnology and entertainment industries. The visiting printing experts were shown
two printing jobs on a Rapida 105 with seven printing units, coater and UV kit at Joy Printing.

Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)
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L-r: Walter Zehner, CEO of KBA Greater China, Chen Yong
Long, Dietmar Heyduck and Akio Pong present a printed
sheet finished in a high quality.

Outstanding fold-gluing
Planatol is one of the leading manufacturers of fold-gluing systems for rotary printing and in partnership with printers and press manufacturers has significantly moved
this technology forward. All over the globe millions of brochures, periodicals and
magazines are glued every day by means of COMBIJET systems at high precision and
speed – in web direction and crosswise to the web direction.The modular structure
enables the company to build customized configurations for any production design.

Fold-glues which are perfectly adapted to the Planatol systems and to being
processed from smallest nozzles at maximum speed are developed by Planatol
Adhesive. Therefore, Planatol is able to provide both the system as well as the
adhesive from one single source.
Combijets and fold gluing are demonstrated in videos which can be watched by
visiting the company`s website at www.planatol-system.com

The systems which are integrated into the folder of the rotary press allow fold-glued
printed products to be realized in a single operation. This rationalizes the production
process and increases efficiency. At the same time, this technology provides finishing
alternatives for printers and the possibility of producing additional printing formats
for their customers.

Planatol Holding GmbH
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Printers‘ Guide
Gravure printing
1. Gravure printing methods
at a glance
2. Printing plate production
3. Doctor-blade based gravure
printing
4. Pad printing

Printing plate prodution
The way from the original to the complete printing
plate ready for printing requires a large amount of
material and time. The challenge is to produce a
motif that can be printed, based on a regular screen
consisting of cells and walls. The cells are needed
for the transportation of ink. The walls are necessary
in order to guide the doctor-blade over the printing
plate. This means that all printing elements must
be rasterised and that the necessary wall structure
must be considered in the production of screens for
multi-colour printing.
No matter which gravure printing method is used, the
printing formes are always distinguished by the cell
geometry in three differen variants:
• with variable depth (conventional),
• with variable areas

(autotypical/halftone screening), and
• with variable depth and areas

(half-autotypical).

The cell structure

The cell structure
The figure (bottom left) shows the connection between
the cell geometry and ink application. In contrast to
the other conventional printing methods, gravure
printing enables to vary not only the surface of the
raster elements (cell width), but also the cell depth. In
this way, extremely fine brightness gradations can be
produced in the printed image, which enable to
achieve a large colour space and nearly realistic
continuous tones in gravure printing. The methods
that can be used for the production of a printing
plate differ tremendously depending on whether the
printing method used is doctor-blade based gravure
printing,tampon/pad printing or intaglio printing. For
doctor-blade based gravure printing and intaglio
printing, engraved or now less often etched printing
plates are used. In tampon printing and in some cases
in sheetfed gravure printing engraved steel plates or
photopolymer printing plates are used.
Conventional printing plates for doctor-blade
based gravure printing

The conventional printing plate cylinder for
doctor-blade based gravure printing is the most
stable conventional printing plate. If handled
properly, printing runs with millions of copies are
possible without plate changing being required. In
order to produce a printing plate cylinder, first of
all a cylinder blank is needed. This blank is either
produced using an old plate cylinder and turning
off the engraved layer or by producing a new
one. For a new one, a steel tube is cut to size and
rough-turned. In order to ensure concentricity in the
printing machine, the steel tube is balanced with

The layer structure of a cylinder blank
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welded weights at the inside. Then the cylinder ends
are heated and the cylinder journals, which have
also been pre-turned, are inserted. Through shrink
adjustment, the steel tube and the cylinder journals
are connected in a force-fitting manner. A welded
seam fixes the cylinder journals additionally. Then
the cylinder blank is turned to its final size and the
cylinder journals are equipped with bearing rings
for installation in the printing machine. Once the
blank is finished, the copper layer is applied to
the surface in galvanic baths. First, the cylinder
blank is degreased in an acid bath, followed by
pre-copperplating with copper cyanide; as an
alternative, a nickel layer may be used. Copper
cyanide and nickel, respectively, ensure that the
basic copper layer is strongly anchored on the
steel cylinder. In the next step, the basic copper
layer is applied by means of copper sulphate with
a thickness of approx. 2 mm. On the basic copper
layer, the engraving copper is applied with a
thickness of approx. 0.2 to 0.4 mm. In preparation
of the engraving process, the blank with the copper
layer is exactly turned to size and given a surface
with a customer-specific structure. After that, the
surface is engraved. This is mostly done with an
electro-mechanical process with a diamond stylus.
The cylinder is clamped into the engraving machine
and processed with a stylus with rapid rotational
movements. The engraving speed is between 4000
and 8000 Hz and/or cells per second. In illustration
gravure printing, several styluses can be used in
order to shorten the engraving time. As soon as the
gravure is completed, the surface is cleaned again
and degreased as well as hard-chromed in another
galvanic bath.

The normal layer structure and Ballard skin

An electroplating line

The layer structure of a cylinder blank

A special process is the Ballard shell process.
Particularly in illustration gravure printing, the used
printing cylinders must be available again quickly.
In order to shorten the time needed for the
production of the cylinder structure, a separating
layer is applied between the basic copper layer and
the engraving copper. This separating layer enables
to tear off the chrome and engraving copper layer,
also called Ballard skin, quickly. Once the separating
layer has been removed, the structure of the
printing cylinder can be built again galvanically.
The normal layer structure and Ballard skin

The coating and the processing of the plate cylinder
are carried out in fully automated electroplating
lines. The cylinders are removed from the bearing
by means of a crane and then processed in the
chemical baths in a fixed order. The electroplating
line is completed with engraving, turning and
polishing machines.
Electro-mechanical engraving and laser direct
engraving

Initially, the gravure printing plate cylinders were
etched. In order to produce the necessary structure
of the cells, complex copying and masking steps
had to be carried out before the etching. A similar
approach is used in the electromechanical engraving
process developed in the 1960. The cells are cut into
the copper surface by means of a vibrating diamond
stylus. The basic shape of the cells is defined by the
geometry of the stylus. The diamond stylus is moved
by a vibration system stimulated by two overlapping
signals (basic frequency and image signal). The basic
frequency determines the number of engraving
movements per second and is normally 4000,
8000 or 12,000 Hz. The image signal contains the
brightness stages (highlights, mid-tones and
shadows) in the printed image and controls the

penetration depth of the stylus. Depending on the
penetration depth of the stylus, the cell depth and
width vary. The result is a half-autotypical gravure
printing plate. Nowadays, the electro-mechanical
engraving process is the leading manufacturing
method for gravure printing plate cylinders.
A comparatively young process is direct laser
engraving. Instead of a diamond laser, a highperformance fibre laser is used. Dome-shaped
cells are burnt-in on the surface of the cells. The
advantages of direct laser engraving are that the
engraving tool is wear-free, furthermore, good
reproducibility and the high speed of up to
70,000 Hz that can be achieved. The shaping of
the cells is no longer dependent on the stylus, and
a combination of depth-variable and area-variable
structures is possible. Another possibility for the
application of laser is the masking technique in
combination with a conventional etching process.
In this variant, the copper-plated cylinder is coated
with an acid-resistant varnish on the surface. Then
the varnish is destroyed at the image areas and the
copper is uncovered. After masking, the cylinder is
etched in an acid bath with iron(III)chloride. Once
etching has been completed, the cylinder is cleaned
and hard-chromed like the engraved cylinders.
Printing plates/clichés for tampon printing

In tampon printing, a wide range of different
materials are used for the printing plate (cliché). The
properties of the cliché depend on the application.
Etched steel clichés, water-washable photopolymer
clichés as well as aloxide or laser-engraved ceramic
clichés are being used. Etched steel clichés are used
where the number of print products is high. For the
cliché to be durable, a complex etching process is
required.
Especially for advertising printing with rather short
runs, a photopolymer wash-out system is used.
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Optionally, water-based or alcohol-based washout
system can be used. The printing motif is exposed
by means of a positive film under UV light, followed
by a second exposure with a halftone film in order
to produce the wall structure. Then the exposed
cliché is washed. The result is a structure consisting
of cells and walls that is typical of gravure printing.
The low stability of the printing cliché is no problem
due to the short print runs and the low-abrasion
doctor-blade scraping process. These two cliché
variants are supplemented with laser-engraved
aloxide and ceramic clichés. Especially aloxide
clichés are becoming more and more popular. The
cells are engraved into the surface of the cliché by
means of the laser. The necessary wall structure
is already producedin the RIP process so that the
cliché can be used after engraving and a short
cleaning process immediately. Due to the
increasing availability of affordable laser systems,
cliché production in tampon printing is quicker and
the detail precision as well as reproducibility are
increased.
As is the case with other printing methods, it is to
be expected that laser direct gravure will replace
the photomechanical printing plate/cliché materials.

